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expectancy of all groups will rise gradually, and
immigration will remain at its present high level.
Immigration interacts with other elements in thei
model as well and continuing streams of new Latino i
migrants with high fertility may prevent the expected!
decline in overall Latino fertility (p. 11).
Texas has grown more rapidly than the country
as a whole since 1850 and its population more than
doubled between 1950 and 1990 (p. 4). According tot
the 1990 Census, Anglos accounted for 60.6,i
African-Americans 11.6, Latinos 25.5, and Asians^
2.3 percent of the total. The Anglo population isi
ageing, while almost one-third of Latinos are undei
15, so that "even if immigration were to end
immediately and even if all groups were to have the
same fertility and mortality rates, the share oi
minorities would increase at the expense of the
majority because of their differences in age
composition" (p. 6.).
By 2020, Anglos will make up only 47.2 of to
state's population, Hispanics 37.3 percent, African
Americans 10.8 percent, and Asians 4 percent. "Evei
under the low scenario, Anglos will cease being to
majority just after 2020" (p. 35). Fourteen percent o
Anglos, 16 percent of Asians, 31 percent of African
Americans, and 33 percent of Latinos live in poverty
The authors warn of "an emerging two-tier societ
where Anglos and Asians are doing well but wher
African-Americans and Latinos are barely surviving
(p. 18).
Bouvier and Poston assert that populatio
growth is driving public school enrollments up an
a dramatic shift in the ethnicity of the student bod
is taking place. "Because African-Americans an
Latinos score lower on the Texas Assessment c
Basic Skills Program (TABS), the overall quality c
the Texas work force of the future will decline as th
share of its population that is African-American an
Latino grows at the expense of the Anglos" (p. 52^
Culturally, Texas is becoming much more heterc

The nation's second largest state is undergoing
an ethno-demographic transition such that early in
the 21st century its population will have grown from
17 million to between 24 and 30 million and
substantial changes in ethnic composition will have
left it with no majority group. In this provocative
study, Bouvier and Poston claim that population
growth in Texas over the next half-century will
produce rising taxes, crumbling infrastructure, and
crowded schools, and prisons. Rapid growth will
strain the environment's carrying capacity and make
it doubtful that Texans will enjoy the same quality of
life after 2020 they do in 1990. Quite apart from
absolute numbers and rate of population growth,
immigration and differential fertility among specific
ethnic groups are bringing about changes in the
ethnic and age structure of the population. These, the
authors fear, will lead to intensified social conflict
and the breakdown of existing cultural values.
Although the book is a call to action, and a
number of policy changes are proposed, the authors'
own analysis indicates that little can be done to slow
growth or avert the ethnic changes and, although
they eschew political analysis, a consideration of the
political dynamics the transition they describe is
likely to produce indicates no serious effort to slow
down or reverse these trends is in the cards.
The authors produce three sets of projections
based on different assumptions about fertility,
mortality, and migration (domestic and international).
These show that by 2020, the population of Texas
will be either 30,776,000 (high), 25,867,000
(medium), or 24,545,000 (low). Their medium
projection assumes that the fertility rates of all major
ethnic groups will decline slowly till 2020, life
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relatively little a state government can do to regulate
immigration or fertility, despite the suggestions of
the authors. Most of those things it could do are
implausible. A state legislature that will not enact an
income tax is unlikely to adopt a state ID. The
second thing to understand is that demographics do
not equal politics. Anglos will certainly dominate
Texas politics long after they are no longer a
numerical majority. They control the most important
political, economic, and cultural institutions. Anglos
are more likely to vote because they are older and
more affluent and because many Latinos are either
illegal or have failed to naturalize. One of the more
disturbing prospects the analysis in this book holds
out is a state with a shrinking white majority ruling,
in the Third World style, a vast and impoverished
brown and black majority.
It is possible, of course, that the prospect of the
disappearance of their majority will provoke the
Anglo leadership to use their political resources to
ensure continued hegemony by retarding or reversing
these demographic trends. I doubt this will happen.
The lure of expansive policies will be too hard to
resist. Texas is a pro-growth state and most Texans
are likely to think that the doubling of the population
over the next thirty years is a good thing, further
proof of the superiority of Texas ways. Growth
means fortunes to be made in real estate, industry,
sales, and agriculture. It means cheap labor. The progrowth impulse in Texas is much stronger than
environmentalism, whose advocates in any case tend
to be supportive of mass immigration, even when it
is illegal, for ideological/humanitarian reasons.
If the political balance does begin to shift away
from Anglo dominance to ethnic parity, Latino
politicians and activists will have powerful incentives
to resist proposals to control immigration and Latino
fertility. The millions of Texans involved directly or
indirectly with recent migrations will be a major
constituency demanding more immigration. As the
Latino population grows, its political spokespersons
will see their electorate swell. Suggestions that public
policy should be wielded to limit Latino fertility will
be condemned as genocide. In other words, if the
ruling Anglo majority is unable or unwilling to take
dramatic steps to stem the ethno-demographic
transition, there is no reason to expect Latino leaders
to be any more responsive to the socio-economic
consequences of runaway population growth.
•

geneous, but under conditions that make it unlikely
that the new emerging ethnic groups will be
absorbed into a common culture as happened in
earlier periods (p. 74).
This book steps on a lot of toes and is likely to
be dismissed as Utopian by business and developmental interests, or criticized as biased by Latino and
African-American representatives and avid multiculturalists. The authors don't help their case by
occasionally slipping into exaggerated alarmist
language (pp. 9, 29, 39) or undocumented claims (p.
34). On the whole, however, this is a balanced if
chilling analysis of the future of the state if current
trends continue over the next 30 years.

"... immigration is at the heart
of the forces driving
the demographic transition."
The critical question Bouvier and Poston raise,
but do not answer, is whether the Texas political
class will respond to these impending social changes
and try to manage them. The authors call for "drastic
reductions in fertility and migration ... particularly,
but not only, among minorities" (pp. 101-102), and
observe that "every effort must be made to reduce,
and to eliminate if possible illegal immigration" (p.
102). They also suggest a number of steps the state
government could take to reduce illegal immigration,
including requiring a fraud-proof state identification
card. They conclude that if "immigration — legal as
well as illegal — were drastically reduced, and if
fertility were to fall rapidly for all groups, growth
could end soon after 2050 with a population in Texas
of less than 30 million" (p. 103).
Because immigration is at the heart of the forces
driving the demographic transition, and as it is the
only variable directly under the control of government (at least the 60 percent the authors estimate is
international in origin), it is essential to consider
what policies are likely in the short and medium
term. The authors' two higher scenarios assume no
restrictions on legal immigration and no progress in
controlling illegal migration over the next 30 years.
Yet they argue that just such policies must be
adopted. Which is more realistic?
The first thing to understand is that there is
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Nationhood and Ethnicity
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CHALLENGE TO GOVERNMENT
By Brent A. Nelson
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(American Immigration Control Foundation)
148 pages, $10.00

group sharing what John Stuart Mill described as
"fellow feeling." This sense of common identity is
the foundation upon which a viable nation rests.
Discussing the "Limits of Assimilation," the
author suggests that the legalization of group rights
has brought traditional assimilation to an end,
especially as economic and political rewards are no
longer based on what critics dismiss as thei
"Eurocentric" concept of individual meritocracy. \
Intergroup tensions and outright violence arei
becoming the rule, not the exception. New waves of I
immigrants concentrated in particular geographic
areas are fostering "reverse assimilation" whereby]
their social, political, and economic institutions are
coming to prevail.
Dr. Nelson surveys a broad range of political)
and economic literature to support his contention that
the era of "American exceptionalism has ended." He1
cites Erazin Kohak of Boston University, who is
convinced that the "dynamics of disintegration" thai
have re-emerged in Eastern Europe are not unlike the
"strains barely concealed beneath the surface" in the
United States.
From an economic standpoint, "diversity" can b%
a serious handicap. Robert Barro, a Harvarc
economist, posits that

During his recent jaunt through Europe,
President Clinton advised residents of the Baltic
States that they should mimic the United States by
embracing "diversity" and not insist that Russian
colonists head back to Muscovy when the last
battalions of the former Red Army decamp, as they
are supposed to in the near future. But the Latvians,
Lithuanians, and Estonians know from bitter first
hand experience that "to populate is to govern" and
so they have thus far rejected this bit of political
wisdom from the mountebank of the Ozarks.
The assertion that the United States is a model
multi-ethnic state that others would be well-advised
to emulate becomes less and less convincing as we
stagger from racial "incident" to "incident." Such
overseas observers as John Gray of Oxford
University view us as a "proto-Lebanon" riven by
ethnic strife. Brent Nelson, the author of learned
monographs on assimilation and Mexican
irredentism, argues in his latest book, America
Balkanized, that immigration policies pursued since
the mid-1960s have brought about a demographic
transformation that virtually guarantees a future
dominated by chronic internal conflict. Unless these
policies are soon ended, the 1990's may come to be
viewed as "the good old days" by the demoralized
21st Century inhabitants of an ungovernable United
States marked by economic decline and environmental degradation.
Drawing on important scholarship from the
fields of political theory, demography, anthropology,
sociology, biology, history, and ethics, Dr. Nelson
confirms that a "nation" is not a mere set of
geographic boundary lines, much less an unstable
collection of various peoples swearing a vague
allegiance to universalist concepts of "democracy."
Rather, as he explores in his chapter, "What Is A
Nation?," nationhood is perpetuated by a core ethnic
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a central driving force in defining the state is
the desire to have a reasonably homogeneous
population within its borders...Political
economy explains some of the benefits from
having a homogeneous population within a
given state. If diversity is great...then there is
a strong incentive for people to spend their
energies in efforts to redistribute income
rather than to produce goods. In particular, a
greater dispersion of constituent characteristics leads to the creation of interest groups
that spend their time lobbying government to
redistribute resources in their favor.
Demography-driven "diversity," far from bein
a source of political and economic strength, leads t
what Joseph Rothschild has dubbed the "polit
cization of ethnicity." Turning to the work of Davi
Pimentel of Cornell University, who concludes th;
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